In this note we are oonoerned with β certain splitting principle for stable homotopy equivalence of finite group representations· Ve also prove a certain criterion for homotopy equivalence of odd order group representations· Bote that, [5] , homotopy equivalence ooinoidee with stable homotopy equivalence for odd order group representations· Let us recall that for aity finite group β, two G-modulee V and W are said to be Galois conjugate, when there exists an element a* in the Galois group Γ of (Q(co)tQ) ( ω being a primitive lGI-th root of unity) such that the equality Χγ « bolde foP oharaotere of V and V. It is well known that for irreducible G-modules V and Τ it is equivalent to the following condition (1.1) dimV H »dimW H for every H4G.
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For a proof see e.g. [2] , Propositions 9*2.5 and 9.2.6. For a given irreduoible representation U of G and a representation V of G we will denote by V(U) the subrepresentation of V which oollects the irreduoible submodules of 7 whioJ are conjugate to Ü. In this paper we consider the following question· Suppose that V and W are stably G-homotopy equivalent real representations (stably oriented G-homotopy equivalent F· Traoeyk complex representations). Does it follow that V(U) and ff(U) are stably G-homotopy equivalent (stably oriented G-homotopy eq divalent)?
If the answer is affirmative for all classes of isomorphism of irreducible representations of G, then we sei; that the Galois splitting principle holds for V and V. It is known that this splitting principle holds for representations of p-groups. In this paper we prove it for representations of supersolvable groups. For odd order nilpotent groups we prove an algebraic characterization of homotopy equivalence of representations analogous to that given for p-groups in [l] . Ve use notation as in monograph? [2] . Let us formulate the main theorems oonoerning the splitting· Theorem 1.1. Let G be a supersolvable group. If V-W£B0^(G) (V-fe Rb(G) in the complex case) and U is an irreducible representation of G, then V(U)-W(U)e RO^ÍG) (V(U)-W(U)e Kh(G) in the complex case). Theorem 1.2. Let G be an odd order nilpotent group. Then ROh(G) « l(r) 2 RO(G), Rh(G) = l(r) 2 R(G). A theorem analogous to Theorem 1.4 was announced by Waeeerman in [6] .
The whole paper is based on elementary induction methods; the necessary preparations are made in section 2. In section 3 we prove the splitting principle for homotopy equivalent representations of supersolvable groups and Theorem 1.2. Also, for a certain solvable group, we give an example of two representations for which the splitting principle does not hold. In section 4 we apply the induction trick to the criterion theorem and desuspension problem for homotopy equivalence of real representations.
The induction trick
Let Κ be a subgroup of G and V be a representation of G. By V(K) we will denote the intersection of all subrepresenta-V tions of V containing V . Let us formulate the following simple lemma.
Lem ma 2.1. Let V and W be stably G-homotopy equivalent representations of G. Suppose thai
For a proof see [5] . Of course the above lemma has also its oriented complex version.
The assumption (2.1) seems quite unnatural. In the nert lemma we will describe one particular situation when this assumption holds. Lemma 2.2» Let G be a finite group containing a normal p-torus F = (Z p ) û , n>2. Let U be an irreducible real or complex faithful representation of G. Then there exists a subgroup F'4 F of index ρ in F such that
F r 0 0 f . Let Ρ be a subgroup of index ρ in Ρ such that U P ' 4 0; Ρ' φ 1, because Ρ « (Z p ) n , η ^ 2. Let X be an irreducible submodule in reSp U such that ker ρ χ = Ρ'. Let χ := x v be the character of X and I := l r be the inertia Λ .
1 I» group of X, i.e. I = |ge G: x(ghg ) -*(h) for all he Pj. According to [3] » there exists a unique irreducible submodule Y of resj U such that U » indj Y and reSp Υ β kXj moreover X appears in the decomposition of reSp U exactly k times.
Obviously I^K(P') Φ G, thus U -ind^p,jZ, where Ζ «= s= indj(P') Y is an irreduoible N(P')-module. Using the double coset formula for the restriction of the induced representation it is easy to see that the Galois conjugates of X appear in^reSp U exactly (H(P'):I).k times, and they are all gathered in Z. This, compared with (1.1), means that there is only on Galois conjugate of Ζ in res^p/jU -the Ζ itself. The fact that all the Galois conjugates of X appearing in res-p U are P' gathered in Ζ means that Ζ = U . Thus we have 2 by induction on the order of G« It is well known that both theorems are true for oyolic groups (see [2] , Lemma 9.6.1 and Proposition 9.7.2). To make the inductive step it is enough to consider representations whieh split into faithful irreducible modules because V H and W 11 are stably G/H-homotopy equivalent for every nontrivial normal subgroup Η4G and, by the induotive assumption the splitting principle holds for representations of G/H. ?t is also obvious that the complements of V and are still stably G-homotopy equivalent. It follows that if G has exactly one Galois conjugaoy class of irreducible faithful representations and Theorem 1.1 is true for groups of order less than I Gl, then it is true for G. This enables us to make the induotive step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 for groups of the form
where the above sequence is exact and the quotient group G/Z Q acts effectively on Z n (the fact that suoh groups satisfy the required condition about irreducible faithful representations is an obvious consequence of the Uaokey irreducibility criterion, Frobenius reciprocity law, and the fact that the conjugation by an element of the Galois group is compatible with induction).
In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we need not to consider this case separately. To proceed with the proof let us recall two lemmas. Lemma 3.1.
If an odd order nilpotent group G is not cyolic, then G contains a normal p-torus G£P = (Z p ) n , n> 2.
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If a supersolvable group G la not of the form (3.1)· then G contains a normal p-torue G « « (Zp) n , n>2.
Por a proof of Lemma 3.1 see Lemma 3 of [4]· Lemma 3*2 is a standard exercise: there existe some normal self»centra-lizing abelian subgroup H in G. If G is not of the form {3.1), then H is not cyclic; for ever; prime ρ the maximal p-torue in Η is normal in G, and for at least one prime it is a product of more than one Ζ .
It remains to describe the induotive step in case, when G contains a normal p-torus GfeP * (Z p )°, η>2. Let U be a faithful irreduaible G-module. By Lemma 2.2, we have U « indjJjp, j((reSj J jp / jU)(U P ')). Combining this with the fact that the induction is compatible with the aotion of the Galois group, we obtain V(U) = indJ (p , ) ((ree N(p , ) V)(U P ')) and W(U) = ind® {p ,j((res H(p/) W){U P ')).
By the inductive assumption (sinoe N(P') i G), we get (reSjjjp, jV)(U P ) -(res N( p,jW)(U p/ ) e RO h (N(P'))(H h (N(P')J).
The same holds for the difference of induced representations, which is equal V(U) -W(U). This completes the proof of Theorem 1*1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is analogous. To show that (res H(p<) V)(U P ') -(reSjj^p/jW)(U P ' ) e e I(P) 2 RO(N(P')) (resp. Ι(Γ) 2 R(N(P'))) implies V(U)-W(U)e I(r) 2 RO(G) (resp. Ι(Γ) 2 R(G)) it is enough to apply (9.5.2) and (9.5.3) in [2] , p.250.
We ehall nom give an example which shows that the Galois splitting principle does not hold for all finite group,χ·|»β-sentations.
Let G » SL(2,3)*Z 3 -(QgxZj^Zj» where Q Q ie the quaternion group. It will be convenient to treat Zj as a subgroup of S 1 <C*; SL(2,3) has three two-dimensional irreducible complex representations X^, Xg, Xg, numbered as in [3] (character  table 2 Using once more the above mentioned theorem, we can improve ti our map f and obtain f for whioh deg f » 1. By this procedure ve obtain finally an oriented G-homotopy equivalence of S(V) and S(W)· This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4 (the implication -is obvious)· Ve ehall now apply the induction trick described in section 2 to the problem of the cancellation law for homotopy •quivalence of real representatlone. We say that the cancellation law holds for G if stable G-homotopy equivalence implies e-homotopy equivalence·
The o r e m 4.1. Let G be a finite group containing a normal p-torus GfeP » (Z p ) n , o»2. Assume that the cancellation law holds for all quotient groups and all subgroups of G. Then it holds for G.
Proof· Since the oanoellation law holds by assumption for quotient groups of G it is enough to consider stable II homotopy equivalent representations V and W such that V = • V a » 0 for every H4G, H i 1. In this case Lemma 2*2 shows that we oan apply Lemma 2.1 for suitably choosen Κ « P'á Ρ) N(P') is a proper subgroup of G. It follows that V P and W* are N(P')-homotopy equivalent and the induoed representations V(P') and W(P') are G-homotopy equivalent. Also we have V(P') 1 -W(P') i e RO h (G). Repeating this procedure, we split V and V into the sum of G-homotopy equivalent representations which completes the proof· The above presented considerations give in particular a simplified version of the proof of the cancellation law for odd order groups given in [5] · It may be mentioned finally that Lamma 2.1 has of course its topological version i.e. stable G-homotopy equivalence oan be replaced with stable G-homeomorphism of representations spheres. It is easy to see that applying this we can obtain the criterion theorem for stable topological equivalence analogous to Theorem 1.4 for 2-groups· It would be interesting to have some suoh-like theorem in general case.
